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Abstract

Achieving predictable communication latency in an ad
hoc IEEE 802.11 wireless local area network necessitates
an approach that overcomes the impact of the underlying
non-deterministic contention-based medium access control
(MAC) protocol. In this paper, we assess the feasibility of
using a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) layer above
the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol in order to achieve such
predictable communication latency.

We present the design and implementation of this TDMA
layer and describe the influence of both the characteristics
of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol and of the dynamics of an
ad hoc network on its design. We show that our approach
can yield the predictability and stability required to sup-
port real-time communication in a real ad hoc environment,
typified by dynamic host mobility and varied offered load,
subject to identified constraints.

1. Introduction

With increased research in ad hoc networks in recent
years new application domains such as communication be-
tween mobile robots [10] and inter-vehicle communication
[4] have evolved. Timely wireless communication is essen-
tial to allow applications in these domains to be realised.

The IEEE 802.11 wireless standards are dominant in the
wireless local area networking (WLAN) community today,
and recent surveys suggest that IEEE 802.11 standards (par-
ticularly g), will dominate the WLAN landscape for years
to come [12].

The current IEEE 802.11 wireless ad hoc protocol em-
ploys a contention-based approach to medium access con-
trol (MAC). A carrier sense multiple access and collision
avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism with a random back-
off scheme are used to reduce contention for medium ac-
cess and therefore packet collisions. However, due to the

use of this contention-based MAC layer, the possibility of
packet collisions is not eliminated. Moreover, the unpre-
dictability of medium access control in IEEE 802.11 is ex-
acerbated in a mobile ad hoc domain, where the absence
of a fixed infrastructure means hosts themselves constitute
the communication infrastructure - a host must act as both
a router and an end host. As hosts move in and out of
range of other hosts the link quality, network topology and
number of hosts competing for wireless access changes dy-
namically [13]. To maintain consistent topological views,
for example to provide real-time multi-hop communication,
topology updates must somehow be communicated to other
hosts, increasing the competition for wireless medium ac-
cess and the potential for packet collisions [1]. Thus, IEEE
802.11 is unable to guarantee the timely access to the wire-
less medium that is required for real-time communication
in a dynamic ad hoc network.

Reducing the unpredictability of contention-based MAC
protocols in fixed networks has been the subject of previ-
ous research, for example, [2, 9], where contention can be
avoided if competition to gain access to the medium is re-
moved by a higher layer. One such approach is to employ
a schedule-based MAC protocol, for example, Time Divi-
sion Multiple Access, (TDMA), [11], where hosts negoti-
ate amongst themselves the time at which each host should
transmit. Using this method, if all hosts agree on and adhere
to a negotiated schedule, competition for medium access is
removed and predictable medium access latency achieved.
TDMA is an established approach to providing timely com-
munication in wired networks, where the number of partici-
pants is static and the network load remains within a known
load hypothesis [6]. The dynamics of a mobile wireless ad
hoc environment coupled with the underlying characteris-
tics of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, increase the com-
plexity of maintaining correct and consistent operation of
TDMA in this dynamic wireless domain.

In this paper, we assess the feasibility of this approach
in a dynamic ad hoc network. We present the design and
implementation of a TDMA layer above the IEEE 802.11



wireless ad hoc protocol and describe the influence of the
characteristics of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol and the
unrestricted dynamics of an ad hoc domain on the design of
this TDMA layer. Furthermore, we show that our approach
can yield the predictability and stability required to support
real-time communication in a real world ad hoc environ-
ment, typified by dynamic host mobility and varied offered
load.

In the next section, the contention-based approach to
medium access used by IEEE 802.11 is described, and
with the aid of experimental evaluation, the unpredictable
packet transmission latency inherent in this approach is pre-
sented. Following this, we describe the TDMA protocol,
and present the steps involved, and the design decisions re-
quired at each step, to implement TDMA as a layer above
IEEE 802.11 in a real world wireless ad hoc domain to mit-
igate the characteristics of a contention-based MAC. In sec-
tion 4, an experimental evaluation of the TDMA implemen-
tation is presented showing that predictable communication
latency is possible, regardless of the unrestricted dynamics
of the target domain, and follow this with a review of re-
lated work on attempting to achieve real-time guarantees in
a wireless domain. We finish the paper with some conclu-
sions and a discussion of future work.

2. Non-determinism with contention based
medium access

Prior to describing our TDMA implementation, we pro-
vide a brief overview of the contention-based MAC protocol
used by IEEE 802.11, and highlight, using real world exper-
imental results, the sources of non-determinism that lead to
the unpredictable transmission latency inherent in this ap-
proach.

In contention-based medium access, hosts with packets
to transmit compete amongst themselves to gain access to
the wireless medium. This competition occurs prior to the
transmission of each packet. The IEEE 802.11 protocol for
medium access control in ad hoc networks, the Distributed
Coordination Function (DCF) [5], relies on Carrier Sense
Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA), to
determine whether or not a mobile host may gain access to
the wireless medium.

To use collision avoidance, a host with a packet to trans-
mit senses the medium and, if it is busy waits a random
amount of time (the backoff interval) prior to attempting the
transmission. Each host uses a contention window (CW)
and generates a random number between zero and CW as
the backoff interval. A host freezes a countdown if a trans-
mission from a different host is initiated and restarts the
countdown when this transmission has completed. Only
when the backoff counter reaches zero and the medium re-
mains free for a DCF Inter Frame Space (DIFS) interval,

may a transmission take place. However, if the medium is
still busy at this time, CW is increased, and the countdown
commences again.

Using this collision avoidance technique, concurrent
transmissions, and thus, packet collisions, are reduced.
However, the possibility of collisions still exists amongst
all hosts that finish their backoff countdown at the same
time, perceive the medium to be free for the DIFS interval,
and proceed to transmit. Thus, deterministic medium ac-
cess is not possible in this scenario. In addition, given that
the backoff countdown may be deferred a number of times,
with each deferral reflecting the length of an ongoing trans-
mission, it is not possible to predict theactual maximum
backoff interval that will precede a packet transmission in
an unrestricted ad hoc wireless environment.

Furthermore, using IEEE 802.11, a bounded number
of retransmissions are attempted for each colliding packet,
with each retransmission subject to the collision avoidance
mechanism outlined previously. In non real-time commu-
nication, retransmissions are beneficial as the probability of
eventualtransmission is increased. However, in real-time
communication, where transmission at a known deadline or
within a known period, is required, a retransmission, i.e.,a
delayed transmission, may have adverse implications, e.g.,
out of date information may be worse than no transmission
at all. Retransmissions compete for wireless medium ac-
cess, increase the probability of packet collisions and the
potential for unpredictable backoff intervals.

2.1. IEEE 802.11 medium access evaluation

To assess the effects of these IEEE 802.11 MAC charac-
teristics a real world evaluation was conducted, using pair-
wise communication between four Pentium III notebooks
running at 1 Gigahertz, with 512K L2 cache, 256MB RAM
and wireless communication was achieved using Lucent
ORiNOCO 11Mbit/s Gold cards. Each notebook ran an
identical version of the Red Hat Linux 7.3 operating system.
Unicast and broadcast results are presented in Figures 1 and
2 to highlight the difference in these transmission mech-
anisms. The broadcast results are the main focus of this
paper.

All experiments were executed using fixed packet sizes
of 512 bytes with varying offered load, where offered load
is interpreted as the percentage of nominal bandwidth of the
medium (11Mb/s) presented for transmission. For example,
at 100% offered load 11Mb/s is presented for transmission.
Figure 1, illustrates the impact of increasing offered loadon
achievable round-trip times. It is clear that as the volume of
transmissions increase, to approximately 70% (in broadcast
mode), the round trip times increase dramatically from that
at lower offered load percentages. This variance may be at-
tributed to the increase in prolonged and repeated backoff
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Figure 1. Round-trip time with four stations

intervals caused by the increase in wireless activity at these
higher offered loads. Given the nature of broadcast mode
transmission, it is unsurprising that both wireless pairs are
similarly effected. The duration and number of these back-
off intervals is impacted by the state of the wireless environ-
ment when a transmission is required, i.e., the contention
for the medium at this time, and thus, is not deterministic or
suitable for real-time applications.

An important observation, from Figure 2, is the increase
in lost packets with the increasing offered load, which has
a close correlation with the increasing round trip times in
Figure 1. As the offered load increases, collisions increase
leading to an increase in the volume of packet retransmis-
sions, which in turn heighten the competition for access
to the wireless medium, exacerbating the contention and
collision problem further. In this scenario, there is a high
probability that the retransmission limit, imposed by IEEE
802.11, will be reached prior to the successful transmission
of the packet. If this is the case, the packet is dropped, and
appears as a lost packet in Figure 2.

In summary, our results highlight the variability of the
IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol in a dynamic ad hoc domain.
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Figure 2. Round-trip packet loss with four
stations

3. Implementing the TDMA layer

In TDMA, a slot (or the slot time), is a logical represen-
tation of a known and bounded period of time, the duration
of which represents the maximum interval within which a
specific host, i.e., the host allocated use of the slot, may
transmit. The accumulation of a known number of slots of
a specific size is a cycle. The maximum periodicity within
which a specific slot will repeat is known, and calculated as:
L = slot time× (N − 1), where N is the upper bound on
the number of slots in a cycle. Thus, the maximum latency
for a host with (at least) one slot allocated to have exclusive
access to the wireless medium is alsoL.

A prerequisite for the correct operation of the TDMA
protocol, i.e., packet transmission at a known time by a
known host, is distributed agreement among participating
hosts1on the division of the wireless medium into slots. In
addition, each slot starts at a known time and lasts for a
known and bounded duration. To achieve this prerequisite

1A participating host is executing the TDMA protocol and has at least
one slot allocated for exclusive use.



the local clocks of all participating hosts must remain syn-
chronised to a known precision. Furthermore, to guaran-
tee ongoing correct operation of the protocol, all hosts must
share a consistent view of the current time slot allocations
and guarantee to transmit within the bounds of their allo-
cated time slots only. Thus, there is an implicit requirement
that a transmission is fully encapsulated in the allocated slot
only.

To achieve these prerequisites for the operation of
TDMA in a real IEEE 802.11 wireless environment, where
the characteristics of the MAC protocol and the dynamics
of an unrestricted mobile ad hoc environment, impact the
timeliness and predictability achievable, is difficult. Inthe
remainder of this section, the design of a TDMA implemen-
tation above the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol is described.

3.1. System model

As described in this paper our TDMA implementation
supports a known set of hosts where each participating host
is bootstrapped with an initial slot pre-allocated, i.e., each
host is guaranteed exclusive access to the wireless medium
at least once in a cycle, although additional slots can be al-
located dynamically to any host. The number of additional
slots requested per host and the number of transmissions by
a host per cycle is varied to support fluctuating offered load.
Hosts are mobile but only one-hop communication is con-
sidered since multi-hop communication would require the
use of a (real-time) routing protocol, which is beyond the
scope of this study.

3.2. Slot design

A characteristic of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, and
particularly CSMA/CA, is that the medium must be free
for a minimum of the DIFS interval, i.e., 50µs, prior to
each transmission. Accommodating this characteristic in
a slotted medium access method necessitates a guarantee
that there is a minimum 50µs interval before the start of
each slot during which the medium is idle. If this condition
is guaranteed, the underlying CSMA/CA contention based
protocol will allow transmission at the start of the next allo-
cated slot is possible. To satisfy this constraint, a slot struc-
ture which guarantees a minimum of 50µs at the end of the
slot, theguard space, within which no wireless transmission
are allowed to take place, is used, see Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Design of a TDMA slot

An important requirement is that the slot time remaining
when the guard space is discounted is of sufficient duration
to ensure that the transmission of a packet is wholly encap-
sulated in that one slot. Thus, there is a requirement of a
maximum bound on the packet size for transmission, i.e.,
the packet must be wholly encapsulated in one slot, with
the guard space remaining free from any wireless transmis-
sions. If a slot is guaranteed to encapsulate at most one
transmission and the guard space is always free from trans-
missions, there should be no contention for the wireless
medium during this transmission.

A scheduled transmission in a slot may be delayed by
external wireless interference by other IEEE 802.11 hosts
not participating in the TDMA protocol, or simply, other
wireless devices transmitting in the transmission range of
a participating host. Thus, satisfying the requirement that
packets be fully encapsulated within a single slot is diffi-
cult given the unpredictable number and duration of back-
off intervals of the underlying IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol
resulting from such external interference.

Selecting a slot size that is sufficiently large to encapsu-
late the maximum number of IEEE 802.11 retransmission
attempts (e.g., 4 for ORiNOCO cards), at maximum CW
size for each attempt, reduces the probability of delayed
transmissions. Using this approach there is a high proba-
bility that retransmissions will also be encapsulated in the
scheduled slot with no impact on subsequent transmission
in other slots. However, this approach still cannot provide
a guarantee that a transmission will not be delayed. The
actual backoff interval depends on how often the medium
is perceived to be busy, during which the backoff counter
for all other hosts is frozen. Therefore, the backoff interval
cannot be determined in advance. Thus, even with a large
slot size, delayed transmissions are possible.

3.3. Slot management

To maintain distributed agreement on the order of slot al-
locations and deallocations, updates to the management of
slots must be totally ordered, so that two or more requests
are guaranteed to be received and processed in the same or-
der by all participating hosts. Guaranteeing totally-ordered
message delivery in an ad hoc wireless network where the



mobile hosts constitute the communication infrastructure
and the connectivity and network topology changes dynam-
ically over time, requires special consideration.

The approach employed is based on Cristian’s syn-
chronous atomic broadcast protocol [3]. To explain how the
synchronous atomic protocol works, consider a host with
one slot allocated that wishes another slot to be allocated to
it. The mobile host creates a message requesting a slot, in-
cluding information related to the atomic broadcast such as
the mobile host’s address, a sequence number and a times-
tamp. The mobile host then broadcasts this message a num-
ber of times by piggybacking this request onto data trans-
missions in its allocated slot.

A receiving mobile host stores this packet if it has not re-
ceived it before based on the sequence number. In addition
to storing the packet, the receiving host also rebroadcasts
the packet in its allocated slot until the delivery time of the
packet arrives.

The delivery time of the message is equal to the original
timestamp plus the delay to delivery,∆, which is a param-
eter of the atomic broadcast protocol. In this case,∆ is set
as 2 cycles, thus, accommodating one rebroadcast transmis-
sion failure. When the delivery time of the message arrives,
all the mobile hosts update their information consistently
and allocate the mobile host a new slot.

Using this atomic broadcast protocol the probability that
all participating hosts receive a slot management request is
increased, but, given the characteristics of a dynamic ad hoc
network, cannot be guaranteed, under the hypothesis of ac-
commodating one lost message only.

3.4. Clock synchronisation

As noted, distributed clock synchronisation is a prereq-
uisite for TDMA implementation. Distributed agreement
on slot times, slot allocations and the continued consistency
of transmissions in allocated slots are maintained relative to
the precision of the local clocks of all TDMA participants.

One approach to clock synchronisation is to synchronise
with a master node. The master station broadcasts the cur-
rent clock time periodically2. Prior to calculating the value
of the adjustment required by the local clock, the slave up-
dates the time received from the master with the propaga-
tion delay to reach this host3.

A clock synchronisation accuracy of within 50µs is
desirable as this is the minimum gap within which the
medium must be guaranteed to be free using IEEE 802.11
CSMA/CA, and thus, the minimum bound on the guard
space at the end of each slot.

2Piggybacked with other transmissions.
3Propagation delay was calculated using experimental evaluation of the

one-way latency of packet transmission in a benign environment.

Algorithm 1 Synchronise with master
1: −25µs≤ primary bound ≤ +25µs
2: secondary bound > primary bound

3: ∆T = (tlocal − treceived)
4: if ∆T < secondary bound and

∆T > primary bound then
5: tlocal ± primary bound

6: store(∆T − primary bound)
7: else if∆T < primary bound then
8: tlocal ± ∆T
9: else if∆T > secondary bound then

10: no clock adjustment
11: end if

As Algorithm 1 illustrates, a slave adjusts the local clock
by, a minimum of∆T , i.e., the calculated difference be-
tween the master clock time and the slave’s local time, and
a maximum, of theprimary bound. In the latter case, if∆
is greater thanprimary bound, the difference of the two is
stored and merged with the master clock time received in
the next cycle. Lines 9-10, handle the case where there is a
divergence between the master and slave clocks greater than
the definedsecondarybound, e.g., due to a delayed packet.
In this scenario, the clock of the slave is perceived as too far
adrift of the master clock and no adjustments made.

Adjustments to a slave clock are always bounded, (by
primary bound) to achieve a smooth progression towards
synchronisation. Using experimental evaluation, it was dis-
covered that a local clock adjustment of± 25µs was the
maximum single adjustment possible to guarantee the cor-
rect operation of the underlying RTAI system, e.g., the func-
tionality of ongoing periodic real-time tasks. In addition, in
< 1% of clock synchronisation cycles, a slave became suffi-
ciently out of synhronisation with the master, to play no fur-
ther part in the protocol. The higher the frequency of clock
synchronisation packets from the master, i.e., the shorterthe
cycle time, the lower the clock drift possible from the mas-
ter time.

3.5. Real-time Linux network subsystem

To implement timely medium access requires predictable
behaviour at all phases of packet send and receive, thus, a
further prerequisite is to implement a deterministic Linux
network subsystem to achieve predictable asynchronous
packet transmission and reception, and thus, a basis upon
which the TDMA layer could be implemented.

A general-purpose Linux operating system has three
main sources of unpredictability effecting packet transmis-
sion and reception:(1) a dependence on the dynamic allo-
cation ofsocket buffers for packet transmission and
reception;(2) interruptible interrupt dispatching and inter-



rupt service routine (ISR) execution, and(3) queuing re-
ceived packets for future notification to higher layers. With
RTAI [8] providing our real-time Linux environment, the
next step was to implement a real-time network subsystem,
RT-WLAN, to address these three sources of unpredictabil-
ity.

1. Predictable socket buffer allocation
Real-time memory management design must guaran-
tee that memory is available and maintained in phys-
ical RAM. A MemoryManager module was imple-
mented to create a pool ofRTsocket buff struc-
tures (a real-timesocket buffer abstraction), im-
plemented as a fixed size doubly linked list which
is guaranteed to remain in scope until explicitly
removed. Using theMemoryManager interface,
RTsocket buff structures are available to all other
modules in RT-WLAN.

2. Timely interrupt handling
RTAI provides a framework for a timely interrupt dis-
patcher by diverting interrupt handling to RTAI and
then Linux, by registering a real-time interrupt handler,
which in the current context translates to diverting in-
terrupts to RTAI and then PCMCIA. With timely inter-
rupt dispatching available, the next step is to guaran-
tee that interrupt service routines are timely. Thus, all
interrupt service routines execute with interrupts dis-
abled, guaranteeing that all interrupts are serviced to
completion, with a predictable latency.

3. Timely notification of packet reception
Eliminating unpredictable interrupt handling removes
one source of uncertainty in packet reception. The im-
plementation of a real-time queuing strategy removes
the other. TheRTDeviceWrappermodule provides
an interface toRTnetif rx, the real-time version of
netif rx. Using this interface, a real-time memory
pool, representing the pending packets, is maintained.
This real-time memory pool is updated during the non-
interruptible packet reception interrupt service routine,
RTorinoco ev rx, within which immediate notifi-
cation of packet availability is made to the higher lay-
ers. Combining real-time interrupt handling with pre-
dictable packet queuing provides real-time packet re-
ception notification to higher layers.

3.6. Real-time transmission in an allocated
slot

Assuming local clocks of all participants are synchro-
nised to a known precision, all hosts have a consistent view
of the current slot allocations and slot times, and a real-time
network subsystem is available, the remaining considera-
tion is how to transmit in an allocated slot.

Each participating host creates a real-time task that exe-
cutes at the periodicity of the current slot time. For example,
if the slot time is of 2ms duration, the real-time task also has
a 2ms periodicity. Thus, the task is ready to transmit at the
start of each slot. Furthermore, if the current slot is allo-
cated to the local host a packet for transmission is always
available to the task at the start of the slot time, and the
transmission of the current packet is initiated in the current
slot.

To summarise, using a combination of slot design, dis-
tributed slot management and clock synchronisation and
interfacing with a real-time network subsystem, a TDMA
layer above IEEE 802.11 was implemented, to reduce
the influence of the characteristics of both the associated
contention-based MAC and the dynamics of the targeted ad
hoc environment.

4. Evaluation of the TDMA implementation

The evaluation of the TDMA implementation is in two
parts. First, the evaluation of RT-WLAN is presented
highlighting the predictability of the underlying network
subsystem, and is followed by an experimental evaluation
of the full TDMA implementation illustrating determinis-
tic packet transmission and predictable slot allocation are
achievable irrespective of the dynamics of the ad hoc envi-
ronment, subject to identified constraints.

4.1. RT-WLAN evaluation

Our evaluation is based on experiments performed using
the real-timeRTorinoco network drivers and interfacing
with RT-WLAN kernel modules. The RT-WLAN network
subsystem was run on the notebooks used in the evaluation
of IEEE 802.11 packet transmission in section 2. Each note-
book executed with the kernel 2.4.20 patch and the RTAI
release version 3.0 applied. Throughout, these experiments
all packet transmissions are broadcast.

For our analysis of packet transmission, three sources of
transmission latency prior to the packet leaving the wireless
card were observed:software latency, incurred in the inter-
val from the initial transmission request to the transfer of
the packet to the device driver queue;firmware latency, in-
curred in the transfer of the packet to the physical wireless
card, and finally,communication latency, incurred awaiting
wireless medium access using the IEEE 802.11 contention-
based MAC protocol.

Using RT-WLAN, the objective is to obtain a predictable
software latency regardless of the current offered load. As
shown in Table 1, this objective was achieved and main-
tained regardless of the increase in offered load, illustrated
by the decreasing period between packet transmissions.
These experiments were repeated in environments with high



Transmission period Software Firmware

20ms 384µs 120µs
5ms 387µs 122µs
3ms 389µs 124µs

1.5ms 388µs 159µs

Table 1. Average software and firmware la-
tency

levels of wireless interference with similar results obtained
with a maximum variance of±5µ from the illustrated av-
erage cases. The firmware latency is not under software
control, but as illustrated in our packet transmission analy-
sis, a maximum variance of 30µs under high offered load
is possible. Thus, a known and tolerable upper bound is
available. With both predictable software and firmware la-
tency achieved, the communication latency, i.e., the phase
of packet transmission under the influence of the IEEE
802.11 MAC protocol, is the main source of unpredictabil-
ity for wireless packet transmission latency that remains.

4.2. Communication within specified time
bounds

To reduce the probability of delayed transmissions, as
discussed in section 3.2, the slot size in these experiments
is based on the observed average latency for packet trans-
mission of a specific data packet size, over time. For ex-
ample, using a packet size of 244 bytes, (the lower bound
packet size in these experiments), the observed one-way la-
tency, i.e., the time for a broadcast transmission to reach a
participating host is, (on average), 1.791ms, which accumu-
lates to a lower bound slot size of 2ms, when guard space is
included.

In each experimental execution included in this section
the number of available slots is fixed at 10. A designated
master node, (host 1), is allocated slot 1 with remaining
slots allocated to the slave hosts in a round-robin fashion,
e.g., host 3 is allocated slot 3 etc. Both one-way and round-
trip latency are measured. Each experiment commences
with a broadcast transmission in the first slot by the mas-
ter. To measure one-way latency the duration from the ini-
tial send invocation, by the master, to the reception of the
transmission by any slave host is recorded. To measure the
round-trip latency the reply by each slave host in the des-
ignated slot is included also. For example, assuming a slot
size of 2ms, the earliest time at which host 3 can initiate a
reply is in slot 3, i.e., a maximum of 4ms after the initial
transmission by the master host.

The achievable round-trip latency per host are illustrated
in Figure 4. As expected, the round-trip communication
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latency per slave host is within the theoretical bounds of
twice the packet transmission send time, i.e., approximately
2(2ms)4, and the latency to wait until the scheduled slot
for each host, i.e., (N - 2)× 2ms slot size, where N cor-
responds to the start of the designated slot, and the master
host slot is not included in the calculation. In Figure 5, the
number of participating hosts was increased to 4 and the re-
sults obtained were comparable to those available for three
participating hosts, highlighting that communication within
known time-bounds is not effected by the number of partic-
ipating hosts.

A small amount of jitter is in evidence in some of these
results, e.g., host 3 in Figure 4. It is assumed that this jitter is
attributed to the initiation of the underlying CSMA backoff

4The reply transmission does not alter the packet size.



procedure if there is any wireless interference in the trans-
mission range of the participating TDMA hosts involved in
these experiments. In this case, scheduled transmissions are
delayed by extraneous wireless transmissions. To investi-
gate the extent to which this jitter is related to wireless inter-
ference and the underlying non-determinstic backoff dura-
tion, the slot size was extended to 4ms, in Figure 6, with the
previous packet size of 244 bytes maintained. As expected,
the extension of the slot size increases the probability that a
transmission, regardless of backoff duration, will be wholly
encapsulated in one slot, thus, reducing the delay for sched-
uled slot transmission and the impact on subsequent slots as
indicated by the substantial reduction of jitter for all hosts.
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Figure 6. TDMA with 2ms packet size in a 4ms
slot

The next phase of the evaluation was to determine the
effect that dynamically varying offered load had on the
achievable time-bounds. Similar to the interpretation of of-
fered load in section 2, offered load is specified as a percent-
age of the nominal bandwidth available, which in this case
translates to a number of slot allocations per participating
host. For example, with a configuration of 10 slots avail-
able, 4 participating hosts and 10% offered load, each host
is allocated at most one slot, at 110%, each host is allocated
a maximum of 2 slots, i.e., 10 slots / 4 participating hosts.
All previous results have been achieved with an offered load
of 10%. Figures 7 and 8, illustrate the results obtained with
an offered load of 90% and 110% respectively.

As can be clearly observed from these results, timely
communication is independent of the current offered load,
which is a direct contrast to the results obtained from the
IEEE 802.11 evaluation in section 2. The TDMA imple-
mentation does not show a sensitivity to variances in offered
load or number of participating hosts, and thus, is suitable
for a dynamic ad hoc environment.
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Figure 7. TDMA with 2ms slot time and 90%
offered load
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Figure 8. TDMA with 2ms slot time and 110%
offered load

4.3. Packet loss

In the complete suite of experiments executed there was
a total of 81,000 packet transmissions, of which only 6
packets were lost, i.e.,< .01%. This result is in stark con-
trast to the results obtained in the IEEE 802.11 evaluation,
section 2, where the packet loss is sensitive to both the cur-
rent offered load and competition for the wireless medium.

In addition, of the 81,000 packet transmissions, 222, i.e.,
.27%, of them experienced a delay prior to reception at the
slave host which was sufficiently large to miss the trans-
mission of a reply in the slot allocated to this slave host.
Resulting in the failure to transmit a reply from this host.

Given the round-robin allocation of slots, host 2, experi-
ences the least latency prior to the required transmission of



a reply in the allocated slot and has the highest probability
of a delayed packet reception impacting the ability to reply
in a slot. It is unsurprising that all 222 lost transmissions
due to delays are associated with host 2.

4.4. Slot allocation within known time
bounds

Further experiments were executed to determine the
time-bounds achievable for dynamic slot allocation. In this
case, the slot allocation request is initiated by a higher layer
at a random time within the TDMA cycle.

In these experiments, a cycle is 24ms, encapsulating 12
slots of 2ms duration. Although the slot request may be
made at any time in a cycle, the initiation of the atomic
broadcast protocol for the slot allocation request, must oc-
cur in the slot allocated to the requesting host.
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Figure 9. Slot allocation within known time-
bounds

Figure 9, illustrates that the achievable lower bound on
slot allocation is 2 cycles, (48ms) and the upper bound is 3
cycles (72ms). The difference between the bounds is asso-
ciated with the worst-case latency from the initial slot allo-
cation request to the start of the atomic broadcast protocol.

For example, if the slot allocation request is available
at the start of the allocated slot and this slot is currently
granted exclusive medium access, the atomic broadcast pro-
tocol is started with the transmission of a piggybacked
transmission in this slot. The latency for slot allocation in
this case is representative solely of∆ in the atomic broad-
cast protocol, i.e., 48ms. The worst-case latency for slot
allocation occurs if the initial slot request is available in the
slot following an allocated slot of the requesting host. Thus,
the earliest time the atomic broadcast protocol can start is1
cycle from the initial slot allocation request, when the allo-

cated slot is granted exclusive medium access again. In this
case the worst-case latency of 3 cycles is obtained.

The number of slots allocated to hosts coupled with the
dispersion of these slots in the cycle effects the time-bounds
for individual slot allocations, e.g., with more than one slot
allocation there is an increased probability that the atomic
broadcast protocol will be started within the worst-case
bound of one cycle, but does not effect the upper and lower
bounds achieved.

5. Related Work

In order to support real-time applications within current
Linux and IEEE 802.11 systems appropriate real-time ex-
tensions and abstractions are essential. A number of ap-
proaches have been proposed to support prioritized trans-
missions for real-time IEEE 802.11 traffic. For example,
in [14], the IEEE 802.11 standard is modified to provide
prioritized MAC access whilst allowing real-time and non
real-time traffic to co-exist. In [7], Kanodia et al. present
a distributed priority scheduling technique that involvesall
stations monitoring all data and control packets for pig-
gybacked priority tags to determine a schedule that repre-
sents a stations priority level relative to other stations.The
IEEE 802.11 backoff scheme is modified to incorporate this
schedule. Both of these approaches necessitate changes to
the underlying IEEE 802.11 standard, which implies that
firmware changes are made as MAC functions are normally
hardcoded on a wireless card. Given the widespread deploy-
ment of IEEE 802.11, an approach to utilise this widespread
penetration without further firmware change is more gener-
ally applicable.

Bluetooth [11], is a centralised Time Division Multi-
plex (TDM) system, where a designated master controls
access to the wireless medium and determines which host
may transmit within a fixed 625µsec time slot. Similarly,
in IEEE 802.16 (WiMax) [11], a base station (BS), con-
trols access to the wireless medium for both downstream
(BS to host) and upstream (host to BS) communication,
where medium access is divided into time slots or related
to QoS specifications, respectively. Both of these proto-
cols achieve predictable medium access latency by adopt-
ing a centralised solution. However, given the potential for
a highly dynamic network topology and mobility of partici-
pating hosts a centralised solution is not applicable in an ad
hoc domain.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the design and implementation of a TDMA
layer above the IEEE 802.11 wireless ad hoc protocol was
presented and the influence of the characteristics of the



IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol and the dynamics of an ad hoc
domain on the design of this TDMA layer described.

Using experimental results from a real implementation,
the feasibility of this approach was evaluated. It was shown
that communication and dynamic slot allocation within
known time-bounds in a mobile ad hoc network is achiev-
able, subject to some identifiable constraints.

Of particualr significance is the fact that any external in-
terference from wireless devices that are not participating in
the TDMA protocol (including non-IEEE 802.11 devices)
may cause the transmissions of participating hosts to be de-
layed. Selecting a slot size that is sufficiently large to ac-
commodate the backoff procedure of IEEE 802.11 is one
approach to addressing this issue but is expensive in terms
of unused bandwidth reserved for retransmissions that may
not be required. A tradeoff between bandwidth utilisation
and increasing the probability of maintaining time-bounded
communication is necessary. Delays due to external inter-
ference may also contribute to loss of clock synchronisation
as may lost synchronisation messages.

Using an atomic broadcast protocol, the probability of
consistent slot management amongst all participating hosts
is increased, but, given the dynamics of the ad hoc environ-
ment, is only guaranteed under a certain failure hypothe-
sis (e.g., one lost message in the implementation described
here). Extending∆ in the atomic broadcast protocol will
increase the tolerance to lost messages, but with a cost of
increased latency for all slot management decisions.
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